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We have had two wildland fires in the park
already. That is two too many. Both were quickly
extinguished thanks to the watchful eyes of visitors
who were helpful to let us know about them early
on while they were small.

Deception Pass Tours captain Brett Ginther
spotted the first one, on the north east side of Pass
Island. He called me by cell phone from his boat,
and I relayed the message to park staff in the park
who responded quickly with various firefighting
equipment. Getting to the fire challenged the staff

for getting
water and other
tools into
position, but
they made it
work, keeping
the fire to an
area of about
ten by fifteen
feet. The
source: a
campfire built
right on the
forest duff.

Kiket Island
had a small fire
on its southeast
flank where dry
meadow
grasses

probably became ignited by a smoldering cigarette.
Hikers spotted it early and extinguished the fire by
beating it with wet clothing and other improvised
materials. The Swinomish police and local fire

department responded within a matter of minutes,
but the visitors had already put it out.

We hope that we only have two fires in the park
this year. Help us keep watchful eyes out for smoke
where there should be no smoke. Call 911 if you
suspect there may be a wildfire somewhere.
Rangers and local fire departments will respond
with the urgency we know is required.

Fire in the Park

The monthly e-newsletter helping keep
the friends and neighbors of Deception Pass State Park in touch

www.deceptionpassfoundation.org

July 2017

Deception Pass State Park

Left: our newest ranger, Truly McCone, sprays
water on the fire at Pass Island. Photo by
Marvin Wold.

 Above: Caretaker Tanisha Gobert captured
this image of the fire at Kiket. Quick responses
kept both fires very small.
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So many significant plans are bearing fruit this
month and through the end of summer and early fall
at the park.

Amphitheater Stage

It is coming along!
Park staff have spent weeks finding, cutting,

shaping, and preparing the logs that will support the
wall and roof of the new stage setting. These are
24-inch square posts, meaning we needed to find round
logs that were well over 30 inches, that had already
fallen down in the park, and which were still fresh
enough to be free of decay.

Then they had to move these behemoths to the
park shop area, and figure out a way to shape them
without a saw mill. They did. Then they shaped them,
cut internal notches for the bracing supports at the
base, and sanded them down into works of art.

Now we need to have them air dry, then apply
sealant for their longevity.

Standing them up on the stage on the metal bracing
will be the next big challenge, then adding cross beams,
the back wall, and finally the roof.

This has been a project of labor and love for these
guys. They know the stage will be a focus of visitors
and programs for decades to come, and they want it to
show the pride of craftsmanship that they possess.

Kukutali
The shelter at the southwest field of Kiket Island

will be rising in the next couple of months, built by
State Park staff from our region office. Interpretive and
informational signs have been drawn that will guide
visitors to a better understanding of the riches of
Kukutali. These may become reality in the next few
months.

The portable toilets will be replaced by CXTs,
concrete vault toilets that blend into the park setting
and help us manage the human use of the island.

And the causeway will be pulled out before the end
of summer, transforming the roadbed back into the
natural beach tombolo it used to be, further restoring
the island and shorelines to a deeper and stronger
health. Hikers will still be able to stroll onto the island
across the new beach instead of on an artificial roadway.

Sewer
Our large-scale sewer handling system for the

entire south side of the park, located near the
Cranberry Lake entrance, will be upgraded over the
next few months, with larger-sized pumps and a large
holding tank to handle the effluent produced by all the
restrooms south of the bridge.

Cornet Bay Floats
And our plans are close to becoming reality for

replacing the floats and pier at Cornet Bay this fall and
winter. This change will benefit boaters and the sea
floor life beneath.

Coming to the Park Soon:
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Keeping Trails Free
The storm of May 23 brought down a lot of trees,

some that we are still discovering. Thanks to several
volunteers, most if not all of our trails are open again.

One of the more challenging sections had Doug
Shepherd, Gene Earnest, and Pete Pohl scratching
their heads about how to safely remove a pick-up-
sticks tangle of trees in the Hoypus area.

After careful planning and strategic cutting, they
had the trail open again. Thank them if you see them
for their many hours of hard work that day. (One
visitor criticized them for hauling their saws to the

site with a park ATV, as if they
were just being lazy. Oh my, if
that visitor only knew, or cared
enough to find out if she didn’t
know.)

Tim Sterkel has helped keep
our Dugualla trails open this
spring too, along with Martha
Folsom and others.

And some of our backcountry
horse people and other neighbors
have donated time and sweat
equity in working on the south
Hoypus trails.

We are all grateful for the
many hours that these people
provide. We enjoy the open trails
and sometimes forget how much
work it takes to keep them open.

Gene Earnest checks out the
work ahead of him to open up
this trail at Hoypus.

Youth Working Hope

Hope Island has our highest level of protection in
the park, as we try to restore the island to as natural a
condition as possible. Our annual Hope Island scotch
broom parties are one step in that direction.

We also have the blessing of our state’s Washington
Conservation Corps, a program inspired the by CCC of
eighty years ago. Young people from around the state
spend a summer or more engaged in projects that
directly affect our state’s wildlands.

Last week we had a WCC crew camp on Hope
Island in the campsites at the northern end of the
island, then hike to the south end’s meadows and work
on removing more of the old-growth scotch broom
and the large population of daphne (Spurge laurel).

They used saws and loppers to get some of the
remaining large seed-bearing scotch broom plants.

And the cut the daphne down at ground level and
below to put a dent in that population.

With concerted efforts like this, and the ongoing
work of our neighborhood gatherings on the island, I
have every hope that the meadows will someday be
restored to their natural beauty.

Any one up for another morning on the island this
summer?
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Survey time: after reading the following
background information, please share your thoughts
with me about the Bowman Bay pier.

Bowman Bay had a natural sweep of beach for
millennia, home to intertidal creatures, spawning fish,
and upland plants and wildlife that interact with the
beach environment.

In the 1940s, the then-Department of Fisheries built
the pier that extends over 400 feet into the bay, so that
they could raise salmon and other species in fish tanks
where the play area is now. The pier remained behind
after they left in the early 1970s.

For the next four decades, the pier has grown older,
suffering storm and hosting crabbers, lovers,
photographers, strollers, boaters, and model boat
sailors. We have repaired and replaced many of the
decking planks; I have personally nailed down hundreds
of them. We have replaced and repaired the float and
the gang plank that gives access to the water for
boaters.

But the creosote piers beneath are the original
posts, for the most part, and they are showing their
age. We had a marine structure expert survey the pier
last month to share some ideas about our options for
the future of the pier. His results will be released in a
few days.

The pier sits in an ecologically sensitive bay, with
eelgrass beds and other marine life critical to the health
of the Salish Sea.

The totally unofficial survey below is just to give me
an idea of what you all may be thinking about the future
of the pier, some insights into the collective wisdom
you all possess.

Survey questions:

1. Which would you prefer:
- Bowman Bay pier be removed
- Bowman Bay pier be repaired
-    Bowman Bay pier be replaced
And why?

2. We could just fix the broken pilings and replace
some rotten stringers. We don’t know how much
repairs will cost to keep the pier functional for
the next 40 years. How much would you think
is an acceptable cost for repairing and restoring
the pier, beyond which it isn’t worth saving:

- $10,000
- $50,000
- $100,000
- $500,000
- $1,000,000
- Keep it whatever the cost

(Remember, these are not repair estimates, just
numbers to find where you think the cost of repairs
exceeds the value of having the pier.)

3. Would you prefer that we replace the pier
entirely, start over with new materials that are
environmentally friendly, a total do-over? This will
be expensive. Up to what level of cost would you
prefer this alternative?

- $500,000
- $1,000,000
-    $1,500,000
-    $2,000,000
-    more

What other thoughts do you have about this pier?
We need to make decisions. Your thoughts can give us
further insights for those decisions.

Photo source unknown

Piering into the Future
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By Jackie French
AmeriCorps Intern

Can you paint with all the colors of the wind?
When I began my nature journal here, this was the

question I deemed pivotal in answering with every entry.
At first I wondered if this was a question only inspired
by the Disney princess that first piqued my interest in
appreciating nature. Yet, it was hard to push aside when
I closed my eyes, opened the fresh binding on my
journal, and relied only on my senses to hear the life of
nature around me. As I felt the wind, my luscious locks
were not blowing behind me, I was not running through
meadows with grace, and there was not even a glimpse
of multi-colored leaves twirling around my quiet mind.
However, starting a nature journal did provoke the
thought that everything changes, yet everything in
nature is connected and that this activity of journaling
could bring an artistic method to my scientific way of
observing.

Montana had introduced me to nature journaling as
an added activity station in our field trips. I led my first
nature journaling station just recently for a field trip of
fifty-three third graders. I first wondered if they would
take well to sitting down, surrounded by nature and the
possibilities of exploration. But what a wonderful
experience I was presented with -- to see every single
student, still in nature!

Through this exploration, the only rules were to stay
within the perimeter I had set, and that they adhere to
this being a silent activity they did alone. Not only did I
get to witness them respecting each other’s silent time
by correcting students who began to talk, but my
favorite aspect of the exercise was watching them tune
in to every subtlety nature provided. Some would turn
their heads to find the source of a bird chirping, others
would slowly walk to the water to note its temperature
and how it moved. And with every thirty minute station
that day, the students arrived curious and excited, and
seemed to leave a bit more patient and inquisitive, all
because of a printed out nature journal handed to them
by a Park Ranger!

So how does one exactly start a nature journal? Why
would someone start one in the first place?

Well I’m glad you asked! These are the questions
impatiently asked by the students arriving for this
station during their field trip. A nature journal is just as
it sounds -- a journal or logbook of nature, its impact,
how it changes, and why. That last aspect, inquiry, is a
vital component, as it links the writer to critical thinking
and how everything might be connected. Without this,

the scientific method would not promote ideas,
hypotheses, and understanding to the changing ways of
the world. So much of what we know is because of
science and proving the questions we have, which only
lead to more questions.

I write about nature journals this month because of
a student. Before he left for the bus, he told me that the
nature journal was his favorite part of his tide pool field
trip! When I asked why it was his favorite, as I tried to
hold back a high pitched happiness, he said it had
calmed him and made him wonder about what else he
can learn from nature.

I love science for all the differences it brings:
different, yet familiar senses, the different feelings it
instills, and most of all, the different questions it creates!
At first glance, it seems daunting to think that there is
always something new to know and discover, but isn’t
that such a beauty as well? There will always be
questions unanswered, topics and organisms to reveal,
processes to ponder about. Not only was I granted this
sense of inquiry through my biology degree, but I have
the opportunity to instill that same sense in every
student and visitor I come in contact with.

It’s not about getting people to think like me, but
quite the opposite -- for generations to find a fact or
aspect I know and see it in a whole other light. There
are seven and a half billion people in this world. Seven
and a half billion ways to view nature, how it changes,
how it intertwines, how we are connected, and that is
scientific excitement in true form!



Summer Concert Series!
(Arts in the Parks)

Saturdays at 7 p.m. at the Park Amphitheater
between West Beach and North Beach.

The stage as it exists now proved to be a great space
for the Dixie Band last Saturday!  The streaming live
video that AmeriCorps member Jackie French
broadcast became a hit on Facebook. Check it out.

July 8: Obe Quarless and the Caribbean
Connection Steelband

Born and raised in the Pacific Northwest, Obe
Quarless is a dynamic entertainer and steel pan
musician. Obe was introduced to the steel pan as
young child by his father, a musician from the native
country of the steel pan—the twin-island Republic of
Trinidad and Tobago. His affinity for music came
from growing up in the shadow of his father’s
calypso band, The Islanders, and playing music with
his father and three younger brothers. A classically
trained musician, Quarless holds a degree in
percussion from Whitworth University. He brings a
wide range of musical influences to his steel pan
performances.

https://www.facebook.com/ObeQ.Music/

July 15:  Bays Family Irish Band

Randal Bays is well known in the worldwide Irish
music community as a fiddler and guitarist, and he
has performed with many of the great Irish
musicians of our time, touring North America,
Ireland and Europe. Joining Bays are his wife, Susan
Waters, on fiddle and vocals, and his sons Willie and
Owen Bays on Irish flute and concertina. They are
following in the tradition of family music-making in

rural Ireland, going back hundreds of years and
continuing to the present day. Family groups such as
the Bays Band often play for dances, parties, wakes
and gatherings of all kinds, in addition to appearing
at concerts and music festivals.

www.randalbays.com/famband.html

July 22: Squirrel Butter

The Squirrel Butter duo performs traditional and
original music influenced by Appalachian, early
country, jug band and blues artists from the late
1800s through the 1950s. Charlie Beck plays fiddle,
banjo and guitar, and Charmaine Slaven plays fiddle,
guitar—and clogs while she sings. Their harmonies
are infectious—and so is their energy.
www.squirrelbutter.com

July 29: La Famille Léger

Always popular at Deception Pass!
The Léger Family includes patriarch Louis Léger on
accordion; his wife, Barbara, on guitar; son, Devon,
on fiddle; and daughter-in-law, Dejah, on piano.
Léger hails from New Brunswick and is steeped in
the music of French Canada. The family also plays
their feet—les pieds. The rhythmic patterns of their
feet keep the music in time. The whole family plays,
sings and dances together—and soon the
granddaughters will join in.
www.lafamilleleger.com

These events are sponsored by the National
Endowment for the Arts, and hosted by the
Deception Pass Park Foundation

Free Days

   Aug. 25 — National Park Service 101st
Birthday

   Sept. 30 — National Public Lands Day

   Nov. 11 — Veterans Day

   Nov. 24 — Autumn day
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https://www.facebook.com/ObeQ.Music/
www.lafamilleleger.com
www.lafamilleleger.com
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Planting a Seed
By Montana Napier
AmeriCorps Interpreter, Deception Pass State
Park

“In the end, we will conserve only what we love,
We will love only what we understand,

And we will understand only what we are taught.”
-- Baba Dioum, Senegalese environmentalist

Spring is a busy time in the Park. Every week
students spill out of bright, yellow school buses,
swinging their backpacks around to release cooped-up
energy. Jackie and I then wave our hands over our
heads, saying a big hello to the kids and a signal to the
teachers - Meet us over here, please!

The next few hours are
designed to fit the needs of a
specific group. Usually we lead
children through the Rosario tide
pools, and oftentimes host related
craft stations, a guided hike, a
nature journaling activity, or
kinetic games in an open field. We
customize the kids’ experiences
based on age, size of group, low
tide times, and allotted time and
resources.

In an ideal world I’d limit 15 kids
per educator, and spend at least an
hour with one group, though that
rarely happens. Buses aren’t cheap
and are limited, so teachers have
to coordinate to make field trips
happen, e.g. we’ll see four classes
of twenty-five kids each at once.

As an environmental educator, it is not my policy
to teach hard facts about nature, or push an
environmentally correct curriculum and hope that
something sticks. Instead, I am a firm believer in
working with students where they are.

In the introduction of David Sobel’s book, Beyond
Ecophobia, there’s a sentence that resonates with me:
“Names won’t stick unless there’s a bedding of empathy
where that knowledge can take root.” Many years of
my own life have been misused listening to someone
lecture about something I lacked a connection to, and

therefore did not understand. Why would I want to do
the same to my students? Sometimes their trip to
Deception Pass is their first trip to a State Park, which
is a prized opportunity for getting them “hooked on
nature” and public lands.

In the past I often referenced an influential quote
by the father of resource interpretation, Freeman
Tilden, “The chief aim of Interpretation is not
instruction, but provocation.” I then assimilated this
idea into the duties of my job - to spark fires or passion
in people. Tilden believed that interpretation can
“stimulate the visitor toward a desire to widen his
horizon of interests and knowledge, to gain an
understanding of the greater truths that lie behind any
statement of fact.” A young couple or family that
attends a weekend interpretive program has the
resources to show up and the power to vote for their
beliefs, whether that’s politically or with their wallets.
They are also the people who purposefully seek these
experiences. Why not try to incite positive,
environmentally-minded action through truth?

Provocation defined:
NOUN
Action or speech that makes someone annoyed or

angry, especially deliberately
Testing to elicit a particular response or reflex

Although impactful, can environmental education
be too provocative? Yes.

School groups are different than normal visitors to
the Park. Field trips are more of an equal-opportunity,
you-have-no-choice chance to get everyone outside.
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Because of this realization, I have shifted gears in
thinking about environmental education as a separate
but related entity to interpretation. I’ve also started to
think about today’s need to “plant seeds” of hope and
curiosity in our children. My job as an environmental
educator is to build a program that focuses on kids’
connections to nature, both individually and
collectively, and facilitate new experiences to cultivate
deeper meaning. I think it is easy for educators to bring
up “hot topic” environmental issues, or teach in a
removed, overly-scientific way to children too young
to understand the abstraction. But that’s not
necessarily productive.

During middle school, I remember an entire week
devoted to Climate Change during “Earth Month.” We
discussed environmental issues and watched
documentaries like An Inconvenient Truth in class. I
remember feeling hopeless and going home each day
after school and crying. I felt like the Earth was being
abused, and that I had no power to do anything about
it (“Every hour of every day the USA burns over 100,000
tons of coal. Each pound produces 3.7 pounds of CO2...”).
It also didn’t seem fair that I had to deal with it - why
couldn’t things be easy anymore and nature be simply
appreciated?

This was the beginning of my own subconscious
separation from my environment; I have distinct
memories of acquired apathy towards plants and wild
spaces. Why does me walking off trail matter? Nature’s
doomed anyway.

Once children feel disconnected from nature, it is
difficult to get them to care again.

However, once people connect to the environment
physically and emotionally, in time they will be
compelled to do their own research, learn the facts,
and hopefully care for our Earth’s future.

It is not something we can force without potential
negative repercussions, because it is a heavy subject!
If critical-thinking skills and personal connections are
encouraged, hopefully this next generation will be
equipped for devising solutions to our current
environmental (and social) problems, and will not
become overwhelmed by the enormity of the situation
inherited.

I hope my programs have triggered that stage of
“love” in my students, and will ultimately lead to
appreciation for and understanding of our world. Only
time can tell which seeds will grow into what plants,
though I imagine they’ll be vibrant, green and varied.
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This monthly update is sent to folks who
have expressed an interest in keeping in
touch with what is happening or in the
planning stages at Deception Pass State
Park.

We are grateful to have you welcome
us into your inbox.

If you are not interested in receiving
these monthly updates, please reply to this
message and let me know. We have no
intention of sending emails that you do not
wish to receive.

If you wish to communicate at anytime
with me or other park staff, please email,
call, or visit us. This park is your park.

Park Manager
Deception Pass State Park
41020 State Route 20
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
360-675-3767 ext. 26
jack.hartt@parks.wa.gov ♥

Deception Pass
State Park Staff:

Jim Aggergaard, Ranger
Nathan Anderson, Ranger
Rick Blank, Asst. Manager
Darlene Clark, Sr. Park Aide
Rick Colombo, Park Ranger 1
Doug DeYoung, Maintenance
Jackie French, Naturalist
Todd Harris, Maintenance
Jack Hartt, Park Manager
Adrienne Hawley, Park Ranger 1
Jeri Lancaster, Office Assistant
Mark Lunz, Maintenance Chief
Truly McCone, Ranger
Montana Napier, Naturalist
Bill Ruh, Senior Park Aide
Ben Shook, Ranger
Bryce Watkinson, Ranger
Marv Wold, Maintenance

Board members:

Rick Colombo

Matt Klope

Steve Young

Terica Taylor

Jill Johnson

Dave Meyers

Dan Maul

Cindy Elliser

Our Park Concession Partners!

Deception Pass Tours

Anacortes Kayak Tours / Blue Otter Outfitters

AdventureTerra Tree Canopy Climbing Tours
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In books and in life, chapters begin and chapters end, with new chapters ahead.

My chapter of life at Deception Pass is coming to an end, as I have chosen to retire this fall
from Washington State Parks.

I started with State Parks in 1977 as a summer interpretive specialist at Sun Lakes, then became
a ranger there that winter, and continued that career path that eventually led me here as
manager of Deception Pass.

I came here in 2003, which seems so long ago and yet feels almost like yesterday. In looking
back, I marvel at how much has changed here since then.

But it’s time for the new energy of a new manager, and it is time for my energy to focus
elsewhere. My intentions are to step aside in just over a hundred days.

I do not know what the future chapters will hold. They remain to be written.

You know that I will miss being in this place and with the people who fill my life here. Love
affairs like this are never forgotten. You are all wrapped deeply in my heart.

                                                                       –    jack


